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zdb and zdb.exe: contains the zebra designer & zdb (zebra designer builder) you are looking for. this
is where you will spend most of your time. zdb.exe is the zebra designer.exe is the zdb for zebra
designer. zebra designer pro is the ultimate network security application. it is an easy-to-use tool

that allows you to easily install applications on any number of computers, providing instant access to
all those applications. zebra designer pro is one of the fastest and most reliable programs in our

catalogue. it includes an efficient remote control, which monitors all the processes that are run on
the computer, and if you find a suspicious process it notifies you immediately. with a few mouse

clicks zebra designer pro allows you to completely eliminate the threat by immediately installing the
correct antivirus software. all antivirus applications are updated immediately with the latest

information. zebra designer pro comes with a list of antivirus applications, most of which are free.
you can control how often they are updated and if this is needed for real-time protection. zebra

designer pro protects against all the malicious programs that are distributed on the internet. this can
be done using its built-in firewall, or you can install any additional firewall application. zebra designer
pro includes hundreds of useful tools that ensure the greatest possible security on your computers.
you can import common files, such as macros, images, sounds, documents, etc., and you can create

shortcut links. when working on your computer you can use several other useful features, such as
the registry clean-up, scheduled tasks and the tasks list, etc.
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